ABSTRACT.
In 1935, Knaster gave an example of an irreducible continuum (i.e. compact connected metric space) K which can be mapped onto an arc so that each point-preimage is an arc. The continuum K is chainable (or arc-like). In this paper it is shown that every one-dimensional continuum M is a continuous image, with arcs as point-preimages, of some one-dimensional continuum M . Moreover, if M is G-Iike, for some collection G of graphs, then M can be chosen to be G-like.
A corollary is that every chainable continuum is a continuous image, with arcs as point-inverses, of a chainable (and hence, by a theorem of Bing, planar) continuum.
These investigations give rise to the study of certain special types of inverse limit sequences on graphs.
Introduction.
If P is a proper subset of a continuum Al, let ë(AI -P) denote the collection to which e belongs if and only if e is the closure of a component of Al -P. Then G is a graph if and only if G is a continuum (i.e. a compact connected metric space) and there exists a finite proper subset P of G (called a partition of G) such that &ÍG -P) is a finite collection, each element of which is an arc with both endpoints in P, and no two elements of which have two points in common.
(Hence every graph is homeomorphic to the space of a one-dimensional simplicial complex.) The elements of &ÍG -P) are called edges of the partition P of G. Clearly, each edge of P has only its endpoints in P, and if two edges intersect, their intersection consists of a single common endpoint of both.
A finite subset of G that contains a partition P of G is called a refinement of P, and is itself a partition of G.
If P, and P2 are partitions of graphs G, and G2 respectively, a map /: s -\x, y\ is called the segment of s.
For an inverse limit sequence |X., /.}, we require that /. map X. . onto X., and denote by n. the projection map from the limit onto X.. As a matter of convention, we take mettics fot the cootdinate spaces so that DÍX.) < 1 fot each z. The metric for the limit is defined by dix, y)= £ dintix), 77.(y)) ■ 2Á Hence, if we define gix), for each x £ G to be g (x), for any edge s of G that contains x, then difix), gix)) < e, and g is clearly both light and simplicial.
Moreover, since g (P) = P , and for each edge s of G, gis) contains every edge of G that intersects g is), g throws G onto G'. tively, f is a light simplicial map from G onto G. relative to (P, P"), Q. is a refinement of P , and Q = f~ (QQ)-Then Q is a refinement of P, and f is simplicial relative to Í0, A).
Proof. Since / throws G onto G., f" ÍPA = P, and since / is light and simplicial, f~KQ0) is finite. Hence Q = /" liQQ) 1 f~ lÍPQ) = P, and Q is a License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use refinement of P. Moreover, each edge 5 of Q lies in an edge of P on which / is a homeomorphism. Hence fis) is an arc in GQ with only its endpoints in Qq, i.e. fis) is an edge of 0 . So the restriction of / to any edge of Q is a homeomorphism onto an edge of Q0 and / is simplicial relative to ÍQ, Q0).
Theorem 4. Suppose f is a map from the graph G onto itself, and P. is a partition of G such that P, = /" (P.) z's a refinement of P., and f is light and simplicial relative to (P', PA). Then \G , P., f \ is a light uniformly simplicial inverse sequence, where for each i, G= G, f.= f, and P. , = f~ (P.).
Proof. By hypothesis, /, is simplicial relative to (P,, P.).
Since P-is a refinement of Px> P, = /" ÍP2) is a refinement of P2 by Lemma 2, and f2 = f is Hence each of these continua is a limit of a light uniformly simplicial inverse sequence.
We are now ready to characterize all the limits of such sequences. Note that it follows from this charactetization that each atc-component of the limit of a light unifotmly simplicial inverse sequence is nondegenerate. This fact can be used to generate a number of continua which are not such limits.
4. An application to the theory of monotone mappings. The object of this section is to use the ideas developed in the previous two sections to prove the following theorem. Proof.
We take M to be the limit of a light simplicial inverse sequence \G , f A as in Theorem 2, picking G. from G, for each i, if M is G-like. To avoid later confusion, we denote the projection map from M onto G. by rr..
Using Lemma 2, we consttuct sequences \P A and iP. ! such that for each i, Since M is compact, these two facts imply that f 1°A M (a) consists of a single point, which we denote by 0 (a).
We now establish the first of two statements about 6 . respectively. Hence a and a have only an endpoint in common and 0~ ip) = a u a is an arc.
